
I asked ChatGPT for a stylised illustration of ‘someone using 
Amazon and Google to get the job done’.

Using Tech Giants for Data Rescue:
  Amazon Textract
  Google Vision
  OpenAI ChatGPT

Philip Brohan (philip.brohan@metoffice.gov.uk) 2024-03-26 





“Transcription is fundamentally slow - speeds in these 
projects vary from 6 observations/minute to 1 observation 
every 3 minutes. It also consumes a lot of work - from 0.2 
to 2.2 person-minutes for each observation. This is the 
major current limitation: the number of observations 
remaining to be transcribed is unknown, but 1 billion 
(1,000,000,000) is a reasonable planning number. At 
typical rates shown above, this will take of order 100 years 
elapsed, (and 500 person-years effort). This is too long -
we must go faster.”

“Document transcription is not a climate-specific problem -
it is valuable to many fields.”

 Approaches to transcription of weather observations (Brohan, 2018)

ChatGPT

https://brohan.org/transcription_methods_review/
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https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/index.html

https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/index.html
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https://cloud.google.com/vision?hl=en

https://cloud.google.com/vision?hl=en


https://cloud.google.com/vision?hl=en

https://cloud.google.com/vision?hl=en
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https://chat.openai.com/?model=gpt-4

https://chat.openai.com/?model=gpt-4
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Using Tech Giants for Data Rescue?

They’re so close!

But error rates still too high to use naively.
And beware of hallucinated numbers.

Do try – there’s real power there already.

Try everything: Textract, Google vision, ChatGPT,  Claud, 
Gemini, … Some have custom training options.

Should we be building our own deep learning models?

It does cost $, but not much
(typically $15/1000 pages).
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